Introduction
The classical theorem of Bernstein can be generalized to the form (Bochner 
. , t,) is periodic in each variable and belongs to Lip(a) with c~ >n/2 then its Fourier series converges absolutely (if a is an integer then Lip (~) means C~; otherwise it means functions whose partial derivatives of order [~] are in Lip (c~-[c~]) in the ordinary sense).
(ii) There exists a periodic function f(q ..... t,)ELip (n/2) whose Fourier series does not converge absolutely.
In this paper we present certain estimates for the absolute sums of Fourier series (Theorem 1 below) and derive criteria for the absolute convergence (Corollary) which are more precise than (i). In analogy with (ii) we show that our criteria, and thus also the underlying estimates cannot be very much improved (Theorem 2).
Main results
Let m=(ml,ms ..... m,), where ml .... , m, are integers, t=(tl ..... t,)CR" and e~mt=e ~(mltl+'''+".t.). Let ~m free lint be the Fourier series of a function f(t), integrable on 7" = {t: 0 <= tk <-2~ ; k = 1 .... , n} and 27r-periodic in each variable. We denote I[fl [a=~m[f~l and [If[12=[Ifl[L~(T.) .
If The proof follows from (1) and (2) by elementary integration. We have derived the succession of criteria (3) and (4) We see that the criteria (3) and (4) are exact in the sense that the restriction ~>0 can not be relaxed. (C will denote various constants depending on n) where the last equality follows from (a) and (b). Now let (il .... , i,) be a permutation of (1, (ZIml~N mn g",)(ZI,'IEN " g,-~lf,-I 
<-CJo y[ln ylV2
In order to estimate 22 we first note that (1) follows by combining all the estimates (6) and (7) with
Now, let n be odd. Instead of (7) 
g~,) <= ( f,lz y_,/z_5/, dy]-2 ftl2 f2(y)y_._t dy ~,d 1/41mdl I J l/4[mjI <: clmjl-"-al~ f~f~mj , . f2(y)y -"-~dy.

Consequently
~1 <-c f2/2 f2(y)y-"-'s(y) dy,
where with obvious simplifications for j=n we have
provided that j:>2 or j=n---1, as assumed (otherwise, a divergent series appears). Hence,
f2 (y) d,
•1 <= c f~12"-v"~-y.
As in (11) and (12) we prove that -~/a ~ (y)
~2 ~ c f~la ~?2(Y)q)(y) dy = c j s --f-~-dy.
Combining the last estimate with (9), (15) and (13) in the same way as previously we obtain (14) for our choice of i~ .... , i,.
We thus see that each sum appearing in (14) has a majorizing term on the righthand side of (2). For n= 1 the proof is complete. Let n > 1. It is easy to see that the functions Combining all the estimates (14) and (16) we obtain (2).
Proof of Theorem 2
We shall need the following propositions. With obvious simplifications for j= n and n = 1 we can write
Proposition 1. For sufficiently large M=M(l) and O<y <-1/M we have
The sum in the square bracket is not larger than crn~q-"-Jl~t-2(mj), as can be shown by successive application of (19), where we put k=2n-2q, respectively. Using (20) and (21) we obtain the inequalities (3) and (4) The proof is complete. The author wishes to thank Dr. Ingemar Wik for his valuable suggestions which made it possible to simplify the proofs and state the theorems in their present form.
